Target figures defined by feature contrast in spatial frequency, orientation or both cues had to be detected in Gabor random fields and their shape had to be identified in a dual task paradigm. Performance improved with increasing feature contrast and was strongly correlated among both tasks. Subjects performed significantly better with combined cues than with single cues. The improvement due to cue summation was stronger than predicted by the assumption of independent feature specific mechanisms, and increased with the performance level achieved with single cues until it was limited by ceiling effects. Further, cue summation was also strongly correlated among tasks: when there was benefit due to the additional cue in feature contrast detection, there was also benefit in figure identification. For the same performance level achieved with single cues, cue summation was generally larger in figure identification than in feature contrast detection, indicating more benefit when processes of shape and surface formation are involved. Our results suggest that cue combination improves spatial form completion and figure-ground segregation in noisy environments, and therefore leads to more stable object vision.
Introduction
To establish a consistent percept of the visual world requires the integration of information from different sources. A prominent example is depth perception, which is the result of combining multiple cues: texture gradient, shading, disparity, relative size, occlusion, motion parallax, to name some (see Palmer, 1999 , for overview). Generally, performance benefits when the observer can rely on multiple reliable and consistent cues, which integrate into a unique percept. The principle that perception becomes less ambiguous and more reliable with redundancy corresponds to our everyday experience and has been shown to apply in many visual tasks. For example, a global contour becomes salient in a random field when the orientations of the local elements match the orientation of the global path (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993 ; see overview and discussion in Hess & Field, 1999) . Further, the fit of global contour and local element orientation affects the perceived contour orientation (Popple & Levi, 2004; Popple & Sagi, 2000) . The salience of a contour can be enhanced further by adding additional cues, such as contrast and spatial scale (Persike & Meinhardt, 2006) , motion (Ledgeway, Hess, & Geisler, 2005; Hess, Ledgeway, & Dakin, 2003) depth (Hess & Field, 1995; Hess, Hayes, & Kingdom, 1997) or disparity (Altman, Bü lthoff, & Kourtzi, 2003) . Shape can be extracted from texture by combining density, perspective and orientation (Blake, Bülthoff, & Sheinberg, 1993; Cutting & Millard, 1984) , and also less complex tasks such as edge localization (Frome, Buck, & Boynton, 1981; Landy & Kojima, 2001; Rivest & Cavanagh, 1996) , salience matching (Nothdurft, 2000) , or texture segregation (Bach, Schmitt, Quenzer, Meigen, & Fahle, 2000; Callaghan, 1984 Callaghan, , 1989 Callaghan, Lasagna, & Garner, 1986 ) benefit when there is a gradient at the same location in more than one feature dimension. As a principle of integration it has been claimed that cues are weakly fused: the contributions of each cue are computed independently and in parallel, with no further interaction among each other, and are integrated according to the inclusive-or rule (Bruno & Cutting, 1988; Landy, Maloney, Johnston, & Young, 1995; Ledgeway et al., 2005) . While weak fusion may apply in some situations , it is a possible, but not a general principle of cue integration. For example, some basic features, such as orientation and spatial frequency, are jointly coded already at the earliest levels of feature processing (Polat & Sagi, 1993 Sagi, 1988) , which determines the specific locking of co-oriented spatial structures, particularly within the same spatial frequency bands (Dakin & Hess, 1998 . Further, the fact that cue reliability and its consistency with others determines how much weight an observer allocates to a particular cue (Hillis, Watt, Landy, & Banks, 2004; Johnston, Cumming, & Landy, 1994; Young, Landy, & Maloney, 1993 ) strongly suggests that cue combination rules also depend on the actual stimulus context, and are adaptive rather than hardwired and fixed (Elliffe, Rolls, & Stringer, 2002) . Indeed, there is more and more evidence that cue combination is not governed by static implementation rules, but is dynamic, allowing for optimal cue combinations with proper side conditions in a given task, and for a given set of available cues, by adaptive weighting of sources (Blake et al., 1993; Ernst & Banks, 2002; Hillis et al., 2004; Jacobs & Fine, 1999; Landy & Kojima, 2001; Oruc, Maloney, & Landy, 2003; Triesch, Ballard, & Jacobs, 2002) .
Further support for task modulated cue combination comes from recent detection experiments with Gabor random fields varying in two feature dimensions. Meinhardt and coworkers observed that the detectability of feature contrast targets improved remarkably when feature contrast of a second feature dimension was added, but only when the target ensembles had a simple 2D shape (Meinhardt, Schmidt, Persike, & Rö ers, 2004; Persike & Meinhardt, 2006) . Randomly distributed target elements, which could not be perceptually grouped to simple 2D figures, did only moderately benefit from adding a second feature cue. Further, cue summation was strongest at low feature contrast levels, which precluded detection by either single cue and the detection of form. These results indicate that there is stronger cue summation in figure-ground segregation, compared to just feature contrast detection.
However, a possible objection against this conclusion is that it is not ascertained in a detection task that the observer really sees 2D figures when the additional cue elevates performance. For target detection s/he could, for example, rely on differences in the first order parameter statistics, or on nonaccidental spatial structures emerging in the target region, or on both. Hence, the presumption that cue summation enables figure perception should be further substantiated by a direct judgement of the observer about the figures he sees. If adding a second cue enables the observer not only to detect targets, but also to identify their spatial form, then this is clear evidence that cue summation is part of spatial form processing, rather than a mere mechanism of feature contrast detection. To show exactly this with a combined feature contrast detection and figure identification task is the rationale of this study.
Methods

Stimuli
Gabor random fields, arranged as square lattices of 27 · 27 Gabor patches, served as stimuli. The random fields were realized by sampling orientation and spatial frequency parameters of each Gabor element from a two-dimensional normal distribution (N[(l f ; r f ), (l / ; r / )]) with density
The resulting random field is characterized by the two mean parameters (l f , l / ) defining the centroid of (1) and the two standard deviation parameters (r f , r / ), which control the spread in each dimension. The two standard deviation parameters were calibrated for perceptual equivalence across feature dimensions for each subject (see Section 2.8), were the same for target and reference patterns and constant throughout the experiment. Reference patterns were defined by sampling for the whole 27 · 27 stimulus array from the reference distribution, which had constant parameters (see Section 2.8). We created target patterns by placing a smaller area of definite spatial form, where sampling was done from a distribution with at least one different mean parameter, into the reference pattern. Mean shift could be in orientation, spatial frequency or both feature dimensions (double-cue targets). Fig. 1 illustrates a sample of reference and target stimuli.
Target stimulus classes and spatial arrangement
Target stimuli were lozenges figures with a base side length of five Gabor elements and 45°oriented principal axis. Two target stimulus classes were used. One target class were leftward oriented lozenges, the other one rightward oriented figures. Instances of both figure types were presented as outlines (''frame''), where only the border elements had feature contrast to the surround, or as surfaces (''filled''), where all elements of the figure were sampled from the target distribution. We defined a central square 9 · 9 position lattice as the area of possible target position. Within this area instances of both target stimulus classes were displayed with horizontal or vertical alignment, chosen at random. With the chosen side length of five elements there were five possible absolute target figure positions for both horizontal and vertical alignment, which were randomly assigned in each trial. Horizontal and vertical presentation with position jitter was introduced to avoid adaptation to definite spatial forms at the same locations during the course of the experiment. The target stimulus classes and their spatial arrangement are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Psychophysical task
A combined 2AFC feature contrast detection and figure identification task was used. Subjects saw two subsequent stimulus frames, one of both contained a lozenges figure. With the first button press they indicated whether the first or the second frame contained the target. With the second button press they indicated whether the lozenge was leftward or rightward oriented. Acoustical feedback was provided about correctness in both tasks by two subsequent brief tone signals. Stimulus patterns were presented for 175 ms and terminated by a mask of 300 ms duration. Mask patterns were composed of spatial noise with a grain resolution of 3 pixels. The temporal order of events in a trial is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Detection performance level
The feature contrast level, defined as the mean difference of target and reference distribution Dl = l t À l r in the corresponding feature dimension, determines the degree of target detectability, as well as the degree to which target figures can be identified. For both feature dimensions, we used five feature contrast levels, which were individually calibrated for each subject such as to correspond to the same definite performance levels in the feature contrast detection task. These levels were detection rates of 0.62, 0.68, 0.74, 0.80 and 0.86, defined as proportions of correct judgements. For double-cue targets the feature contrast levels of both feature dimensions were combined at each detection performance level. A rather wide range of detection levels was chosen in order to be able to judge the degree of cue summation for low and higher target visibility in both tasks (see Section 2.8).
Experimental design
The scheme of experimental variation was as follows. Target figures were frame or filled and were defined by feature contrast in spatial frequency, orientation or both at five intensity levels. Hence 2 · 3 · 5 = 30 measurements of feature contrast detection and figure identification result. Vertical versus horizontal figure alignments were not distinguished as separate experimental conditions, but were randomly chosen with equal likelihood on each trial. With 32 replications of each experimental condition the main experiment comprised 960 trials which were administered to each subject.
Subjects
Eleven undergraduate students and two of the authors (G.M. and M.P.) served as observers. Eight were female and five male. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision. The students had no former psychophysical experience, were paid, and not informed about the aim of the study.
Apparatus
Patterns were generated on a VISAGE system manufactured by Cambridge Research Systems and displayed on a Samsung 959NF color monitor. The mean luminance of the screen was 50 cd/m 2 . The Gabor elements of the stimulus lattices were spatially limited to a diameter of 0.65°visual angle by setting the standard deviation (SD) of the Gaussian envelope to 0.13°and clipping beyond a radius of 2.5 SD-units. All stimuli were displayed with a fixed michelson contrast of 0.85. Color values were taken from a linear grey staircase consisting of 256 steps chosen out of a palette of 4096 possible grey values, the medium step (128) always referring to grey value no. 2048. The relation between the grey level entries 0-4095 and the luminance on the screen was linearized by means of gamma correction tables. This linearity was checked before the experiment using a calibration program which determined the relation between the digital values of the stimulus generator and luminance in cd/m 2 measured by an LMT 1003 photometer. The determination coefficient of the regression The upper left graph shows a Gabor random field, constructed by sampling the spatial frequency and orientation parameters of all Gabor elements from the reference distribution. The random fields in (b), (c) and (d) contain target figures which are leftward oriented lozenges, defined by feature contrast to the surround. Feature contrast was realized by a mean parameter shift of the underlying distribution relative to the reference distribution. In (b) there is a mean shift in spatial frequency ( f ), in (c) in orientation (/), and both mean feature contrast levels are chosen such that target detectability is approximately equivalent. The lozenge in (d) has feature contrast in both feature dimensions (f + /) with the levels shown in (b) and (c). The spatial outline of the lozenge, which is distorted in (b) and (c), becomes apparent and the figure becomes distinct from the surround.
line was in all cases larger than 0.98. The refresh rate of the monitor was 100 Hz at a horizontal frequency of 81.4 kHz, the pixel resolution was set to 1024 · 768 pixels. The room was darkened so that the ambient illumination approximately matched the illumination on the screen. Patterns were viewed binocularly at a distance of 75 cm. Subjects used a chin rest for head stabilization and gave their responses via two external response keyboards, one for each hand, each with four keys. The right hand keyboard was used for feature contrast detection and the left hand keyboard for figure identification responses.
2.8. Procedure 2.8.1. Calibration of performance levels and reference pattern parameters 2.8.1.1. Determination of reference pattern parameters. First, the parameters of the reference distribution were determined. This was done by setting the centroid of the joint spatial frequency and orientation distribution to arbitrary values (l f = 3.5 cycles per degree (cpd), l / = 36°) and measuring the absolute feature jitter threshold of each feature dimension. For doing this, we set the standard deviations r f and r / to zero for the surround, while, for the inner 9 · 9 target lattice, the standard deviation was varied in one feature dimension and set to zero in the other. Gabor fields without parameter jitter were paired with fields containing a jitter target and jitter thresholds were determined in a 2AFC task as the 0.75 point of the psychometric curve. The jitter Persike & Meinhardt, 2006) . Second, we wanted to verify that all subjects could indeed do both tasks with the chosen feature contrast intensities. To achieve this, we had subjects measure psychometric curves for feature contrast detection with both single features in a 2AFC task, and the corresponding psychometric curves for figure identification thereafter. Correct figure type categorization and key assignment was verified in a preceding training period with high feature contrast. Psychometric function data were fit with Weibull functions by estimating their shape and scale parameters using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. It turned out that the psychometric curves for the identification task were not too much right handed shifted relative to those obtained for feature contrast detection. This means that it was possible to find a range of feature contrasts where both tasks could be executed at reasonable performance levels (see Fig. 4a ). On the basis of the fitting functions we extrapolated the set of feature contrasts which corresponded to proportions of correct judgements of 0.62, 0.68, 0.74, 0.80 and 0.86 in the feature contrast detection task, which are levels of 0.432, 0.661, 0.910, 1.190 and 1.528, expressed as a d 0 measure (see Section 2.9). This was done for both feature dimensions. In the main experiment exactly these values were used for the single feature targets, and their pairwise combination at each level for the double-cue targets. Separate calibration measurements were done for frame and filled target figures. Measuring psychometric curves with five intensity levels, each with 32 replications, for frame and filled figures, two feature dimensions and two tasks means that each subject had to get through 1280 trials before the main experiment. This took about 2 h.
2.8.1.3. Parameter ranges. Orientation contrast was realized by an orientation increase relative to the reference orientation of 36°, which corresponds to counterclockwise rotation. Since the largest orientation contrast necessary for the most insensitive subject was about 20°and the standard deviation was 3.6°, sampled orientations fell within the interval [l 0 À 3r, l 5 + 3r] = [25°,67°]. Also spatial frequency contrast was realized by increasing the mean target carrier frequency relative to the mean of the reference distribution (l f = 3.5 cpd). The largest sampling intervals for spatial frequencies ranged from 2.5 cpd to 6.1 cpd, which is a span of 1.3 octaves. Contrast matching experiments with suprathreshold standards at the same luminance level than used in this experiment show that sensitivity is almost constant within this range (see Peli, Arend, & Labianca, 1996) . Also, Gabor element root mean square (rms) contrast is practically constant within this range of spatial frequencies at the chosen Gabor element size. Gabor stimuli had a half amplitude bandwidth of about 1.6 octaves at the lowest carrier frequency (2.5 cpd), and about 0.6 octaves bandwidth at the highest carrier frequency (6.1 cpd). At the mean spatial frequency of the reference distribution Gabor element bandwidth was 1.13 octaves.
2.8.1.4. Screening of cue summation effects. Fig. 4 shows data from calibration measurements of orientation feature contrast, as well as screening measurements for the cue summation effect. The measurements were done by one of the authors (G.M.), who is an experienced observer. Doing the feature detection tasks with both equally detectable feature cues elevates the proportion of correct judgements at each of the five detection performance levels. As a result, the psychometric curve for double-cue targets is leftward shifted relative to the one obtained for the orientation cue (see Fig. 4b ). When the figure identification task is done at the same feature contrast levels, performance is poorer compared to the detection task (see Figs. 4a and c, grey curves). However, when the spatial frequency cue is added, the performance benefit relative to the single-cue condition is larger than in the feature contrast detection task. This becomes apparent in the stronger elevation of identification rates (see curve distances along the vertical projection lines in Fig. 4c ) and the larger leftward shift of the psychometric curve for double-cue targets (see Fig. 4c ). 
Main experiment
After calibration of the parameter sets for each subject the main experiment was executed. The 960 trials were randomly intermixed and divided into two blocks, each lasting about 45 min. Both blocks were run at the same day.
2.9. Performance measures 2.9.1. d 0 data transformation In order to enable data analysis within the framework of factorial designs it is necessary to have a normally distributed dependent variable. Proportion correct is not appropriate, since it is a bounded measure whose distribution become seriously skewed as the mean gets close to the upper or lower end of the scale. The sensitivity measure d 0 avoids this disadvantage and is uniquely related to proportion correct in a 2AFC task. d 0 is obtained from proportion correct by
Conversely,
Here, U is the standard normal distribution function, U
À1
(p) the p-th quantile of the standard normal distribution and p the proportion of correct judgements (see McMillan & Creelman, 2005, p. 172 ).
Measure of cue summation
Detection and discrimination of compound stimuli is treated by signal detection theory. It is assumed that the observer maps each stimulus component onto a random variable through a sensory transformation, and all random variables together span a multivariate space of sensory states. The 1 The example shown in Fig. 4 does not show ceiling effects in the proportion correct data for double-cue targets at lower feature contrast levels. If such ceiling effects occur, it is generally not possible to obtain reasonable parameter estimates for the psychometric curve, and, consequently, a leftward curve shift, as shown in the figure, cannot be judged. What can be measured in any case is the difference in the proportion correct data for each of the five feature contrast levels.
observer's performance can be described by comparisons along each axis with decision bounds, and the d 0 sensitivity measure is given by the distance of the centroids of the ''target'' and ''reference'' distributions (Ashby & Townsend, 1986; McMillan & Creelman, 2005) . If the two components, spatial frequency and orientation, are mapped onto orthogonal random variables, this distance is the Euclidean length
See McMillan and Creelman, 2005, p. 158. This formula, describing the effect of ''dimensional orthogonality'' in terms of signal detection theory (Tanner, 1956) , enables a statistical test of whether the observed d 0 sensitivity for the double-cue condition, d 0 f þ/ , is larger than expected for the case of independent sensory coding of both features, d 0 ? . In the latter case Dd
has zero expected value, and its standard error derives from the factorial decomposition of the experimental design employed for statistical testing. This is a simple and effective way of testing cue summation effects against a standard notion of independent feature processing. Further, the gain due to dimensional orthogonality and probability summation is comparable in feature contrast detection experiments. 
which is obtained from each subject for each experimental condition. For the lowest feature contrast levels, which allow performance levels which are only slightly better than chance, also negative d 0 values can be expected to occur. Note that the prediction for independent feature processing (4) cannot become negative, since it is defined as an absolute value. Consequently, the inevitable occurrence of negative d 0 values at low feature contrast levels makes the independence prediction (4) too stern. Since negative d 0 values indicate that a subjects' performance is at chance level, we set them to zero for computing (4), but only for this purpose. This was necessary for 9 (of 390) observations in the detection task and for 34 observations in the identification task.
Proportions correct for perfect performance were replaced by 1 À (2N) 
À1
, where N = 32 is the number of replications. This correction was applied to 16 observations in the detection task and to 9 observations in the identification task. In one case perfect performance was reached with a single-cue target. The corresponding data triplet was excluded and replaced by the corresponding between subject means for that condition.
Results
Performance as a function of feature contrast level
Fig. 5 summarizes the effects of the total experimental variation on the performance in the feature contrast detection task (black symbols) and the figure identification task (grey symbols). Sensitivity rises with feature contrast level and is consistently higher for detection than for identification. Moreover, sensitivity is also consistently higher with double cues than with single cues. Hence, we generally find a clear and stable cue summation effect, particularly at larger feature contrast levels in both tasks. At the highest feature contrast levels mean proportion correct rates of more than 30 hits of 32 trials are reached with double cues in 4 cases (see dashed lines). This is the utmost of what can be expected in forced choice experiments. Whether figures were just outlines or completely filled areas has seemingly no influence on the cue summation effect. The figures also show that the calibration procedures successfully established perceptual equivalence among both single cues, since their mean d 0 values differ only marginally among each other.
Further analysis concerns statistical testing of the cue summation effect, and elaboration how the effect depends on the base sensitivity level and the nature of the task.
Observed and calibrated base sensitivity level
Since there is only marginal deviation among the singlecue sensitivities at each feature contrast level, the mean d 0 value achieved with both single cues, . The diagonal with slope 1 is the line where calibrated and observed detection base sensitivity coincide. While the relation of both variables is almost perfectly linear, 3 subjects tend to 2 Despite conceptual differences (see McMillan & Creelman, 2005, p. 141ff) , dimensional orthogonality can be compared to probability summation with respect to the gain expected from having two independent sensory mechanisms. In the canonical formulation of Quick (1974) , a strength of 2 À1/k threshold units is necessary for two equally detectable single stimulus components if detection is by two independent families of detectors (Meinhardt, 1999 (Meinhardt, , 2000 Meinhardt & Persike, 2003; Watson, 1982) . Here, k is the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution function. Since k varies from 2.7 to 4.6 in 2AFC experiments (Graham, 1989; Robson & Graham, 1981) , the gain 1 À 2 À1/k expected from probability summation in a double-cue experiment ranges between 22.6% and 14% in a threshold measure. Dimensional orthogonality (4) implies that 1= ffiffi ffi 2 p units of d 0 are necessary for two perceptually equivalent stimulus components in order to reach one unit d 0 overall performance. In order to compare the gain predicted by both models of independent feature processing, d 0 values must be expressed in feature contrast threshold units with the underlying transducer functions. Measuring transducer functions for orientation and spatial frequency in the 0th and the 5th jnd of feature contrast detection and discrimination, Meinhardt and Persike (2003) obtained estimates for the summation exponent k in the range of 2.64-3.0 for applications of (4) to conjoined stimuli. This complies fairly well with the estimates obtained for Quick's model. Therefore, testing cue summation against dimensional orthogonality via (5) can also be considered as a raw test against probability summation in detection and discrimination tasks. For figure identification, a systematic comparison of both models is hitherto lacking. For this reason, we explicitly restrict ourselves to the concept of dimensional orthogonality when addressing the assumption of independent feature processing.
3 Fig. 6 shows that the base sensitivity levels for each task and figure type are linear functions of the calibrated d 0 detection level. The pearson correlation between observed and calibrated base sensitivity level is larger than 0.98 for each of the four data sets. Consequently, also the relation of the base sensitivity levels among both tasks is linear.
be more sensitive to filled figures in the detection task than formerly calibrated (see filled circles), and less sensitive to frame figures (see open circles) . The deviation from the calibration performance is rather pronounced at larger base sensitivity levels and leads to ceiling effects for double-cue sensitivity (see Section 3.3.3). Note that the lowest singlecue detection performance levels correspond to guessing performance in the identification task (see also Fig. 5 ). 3.3. The cue summation effect 3.3.1. Comparing double-cue to single-cue task performance
With perceptual equivalence among both single cues f and /, the sensitivity advantage of double-cue targets relative to the performance achieved with a single cue is reflected by the sensitivity difference of double-cue targets to the average sensitivity achieved with both single cues,
This difference can be calculated from each raw data triplet ðd
and analyzed by ANOVA routines with figure type (frame or filled, two levels) and feature contrast level (five levels) as repeated measurement factors. Table 1 lists the cue summation measure (7), and Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the univariate analyses of variance for detection and identification, respectively. Fig. 7a shows a plot of the cell means. The advantage of double-cue targets is strongly modulated by feature contrast level, but not by figure type (see Tables 2 and 3 ). The curves for both figure types, shown in Fig. 7a , take the same principle course for both figure types in each task. For identification, cue summation rises monotonically with feature contrast level; for detection, a maximum is reached at the third feature contrast level, followed by a decline thereafter. The decline is sharper for filled figures, but the figure type · figure type interaction just fails significance (see Table 2 ). The reason for the decline in the cue summation measure (7) is a ceiling effect (see Section 3.3.3). This effect is smaller for frame figures, Table 1 Sensitivity advantage of double-cue targets compared to the base sensitivity level since they have smaller base sensitivities at larger feature contrast levels (see Fig. 6 ).
The statistical significance of the difference measure Dd Tables 2 and  3) , which allows to pool them in order to obtain just a single confidence interval for both tasks. This enables to judge the statistical significance of the double-cue advantage directly from the cell means plot. A cell mean is significant if it lies outside the interval 0 AE t ðdfres;1Àa=2Þr
(see grey shaded area in Fig. 7a ). With N = 13 and t (48;0.975) = 2.01, this interval is 0 ± 0.215. As Fig. 7a shows, all cell means lie above the upper boundary of this range.
Testing cue summation against the independence assumption
As the cue summation measure (7), also the double-cue advantage relative to the prediction of dimensional orthogonality (5) can be calculated for each raw data triplet, and can be analyzed by ANOVA procedures. Table 4 lists this  measure for all experimental conditions, and Tables 5 and  6 show the ANOVA results. The corresponding cell means plot is shown in Fig. 7b .
Generally, the results are close to those found for the advantage relative to single cue performance (see Tables  5 and 6 ). When comparing the curves for d 0 b (see Fig. 7a ) and d 0 ? (see Fig. 7b ) one sees that they follow the same trends, but d 0 ? values are downward shifted, and the decline of the detection data after the third feature contrast level is more pronounced. The confidence interval, based on the pooled residual variance, is slightly larger (0 ± 0.268), but, as found for the advantage over single-cue performance, also the double cue advantage over the independence prediction (4) is significant for all feature contrast levels and both figure types. The table shows the source of variation, sum of squares (SS), degrees of freedom (df), variance estimate (r 2 ), F-ratio, (F), and significance level, P. . For each measure, the confidence interval for the distribution of means with zero expected value was calculated from the overall residual variance, and is shown as grey shaded area. Data for the detection task are indicated by black circles, data for the identification task are drawn as grey squares.
Cue summation as a function of the base sensitivity level
As shown, the cue summation gain in the detection task declines after the third feature contrast level, and the amount of cue summation differs among both tasks. These trends can be elaborated by expressing the difference measure Dd 0 b (7) as a function of the observed base sensitivity level (6). The function shows how much sensitivity adds to the base sensitivity level to result in the double-cue performance, and is shown in Fig. 8 . The bottom grey shaded area marks the positive half of the confidence interval for the distribution of means with zero expected value, as shown in Fig. 7a . The oblique grey shaded area shows the analogous interval for the advantage relative to the independence prediction (5). Its upper bound is obtained by adding half the confidence interval for the mean sensitivity difference Dd 0 ? (see Fig. 7b ) to the gain expected from (5), and the ratio of double-cue sensitivity and prediction, q ¼ d Conventions as in Table 2 . 
Formula (9) means that double cue performance is expected to be about a factor of ffiffi ffi 2 p larger than single cue performance. Plotted against the base sensitivity level, d 0 b , it is a linear function with slope ffiffi ffi 2 p À 1. The function is shown as the lower end of the oblique grey shaded area (see dashed grey line marked by an arrow). Fig. 8 also shows the sensitivity advantage which is necessary to reach 30 (lower dashed line) and 31 (upper dashed line) hits (of 32 replications) at each base performance level. Note that between subject means in this area are about the maximum that can practically be obtained in forced choice experiments.
In the identification task, the cue summation gain is a linear function of the base sensitivity level. Data for filled and frame figures practically follow the same linear trend (see straight line in Fig. 8 ; r = 0.945, t = 8.21, P = 0.000). Cue summation at the largest feature contrast levels leads to maximum identification performance, in line with this linear trend. For the detection data, cue summation rises monotonically, and reaches maximum performance levels already at the third feature contrast level (see also Fig. 7) . The decline in cue summation thereafter indicates saturated performance at the maximum performance level (see dashed circles in Fig. 8 , and in Figs. 5 and 6 for correspondence). These data reflect ceiling effects. This means that there is a tradeoff of single-cue performance level and double-cue benefit at the maximum performance level. For base sensitivity levels of about 1.5 d 0 units and beyond, double-cue performance is at the maximum rate of about 30 to 31 correct decisions out of 32 trials (see Fig. 5 ).
5
So, ceiling effects in the detection task limit the rise of cue summation with the base performance level, and preclude to reveal the exact relationship of both variables.
After clearing for the three ceiling effect data, cue summation is strongly correlated among both tasks (r = 0.81, t = 3.09, P = 0.027), while a larger amount of summation exists in the identification task.
Discrimination of cue summation between tasks
The data shown in Fig. 8 suggest that there is more cue summation relative to the actual base sensitivity level in identification than in detection. In order to prove whether cue summation is different in both tasks, it has to be shown that the centroids of both tasks do not stem from the same population.
6 This can be shown by analyzing the cue summation data shown in Fig. 8 and Table 1 with a repeated measurements MANOVA, with task as single factor, having m = 2 levels and n = 7 cases, since the three ceiling effect data were removed. Table 7 shows the results. The hypothesis that the given centroid difference stems from a sampling distribution with zero expected difference is rejected at one-tenth of a percent alpha level.
Proper statistical procedures enable to show not only the separation of task centroids on the level of the sampling distribution, but also on the level of the individual data ensembles. Note that separating the two tasks in a space spanned by cue summation, Dd , is a classification problem with two groups and two variables. For this case, it is possible to find a linear discriminant function which maximizes the difference between groups, and the classification performance achieved by this function can be evaluated statistically. The discriminant function is found by an Eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix A = W À1 B, where B is the between group cross product matrix, and W À1 the inverse of the within group variance-covariance matrix (see Johnson & Wichern, 2003) . Since A is a 2 · 2 matrix for the two variable case, the two digits of the Eigenvector v = (b 1 , b 2 ) associated with the first Eigenvalue, k 1 , of A are the coefficients of the linear discriminant functionx
, where x 1 , x 2 are the two measurement variables.
7 When the measurement variables are standardized, the constant b 0 vanishes and the discriminant function becomeŝ
Note that, if a coordinate system is rotated clockwise about an angle u, the new coordinates z * are given as linear combinations of the old coordinates z,
Since b 1 = cos u, b 2 = Àsin u (see Johnson & Wichern, 2003) , it follows thatẑ ¼ z Ã 1 , i.e. the x-axis of the standardized coordinate system, rotated about the angle u, is the discriminant function. Fig. 9a shows the data of Fig. 8 , after standardization and rotation of the coordinate system such that the new abscissa coincides with the discriminant function (see arrow). The results and statistics of the analysis are shown in Tables 8 and 9 . The separation performance of the discriminant function, with a ratio of explained to total variation of about 0.45, is significant (see Table 9 ). Analogous to the MANOVA results (see Table 7 ), the difference of the 5 The three marked data points indicate mean d 0 sensitivities of 2.409, 2.502 and 2.265 (see Table 1 6 Note that already each data point shown in Fig. 8 is a mean vector, each of its two components is given by the mean, calculated from 13 d 0 measurements. Testing task centroid differences requires a multivariate test. We chose oneway MANOVA, which is equivalent to Hotelling's T 2 -test, proving the null hypothesis that the mean difference vector has zero true centroid. 7 The constant b 0 is given by
task means is highly significant on the discriminant function, both for the uncleared data sets (t = 3.821, P = 0.001), and cleared for the ceiling effect data (t = 4.889, P = 0.001) (see Table 8 ). Ex post effect sizes are e = 1.709 (uncleared) and e = 2.305 (cleared), respectively, both indicating statistical separation at the maximum level (see Cohen, 1988) . Assuming normally distributed discriminant function values for each task one can calculate the criterion for the classification of individual cases on the discriminant function, where the classification error of first and second kind is equal (''fair classification criterion''). 8 The classification error at the fair criterion is 0.141, obtained at z 0 ¼ À0:39 (see pictograph of Fig. 9a for illustration) . Apparently, the classification performance is affected by the large standard deviation of the detection data, which is more than four times the standard deviation of the identification data (see Table 8 ). So we removed the three data points which represent ceiling effects (see data marked by dashed grey circles in Fig. 9a) , and reanalyzed the data after anew standardization (see Fig. 9b ). With cleared data, classification performance rises to a ratio of explained to total variation of about .58 (see Table 9 ), and the standard deviations of the discrimination function data just differ about a factor of slightly more than 2 between tasks (see Table 8 and Fig. 9b) . Further, the probability of misclassification of individual cases reduces to 0.11 at the fair criterion of À0.09 (see pictograph in Fig. 9b ).
Discriminant function analysis shows that both tasks are well separated not only on the level of centroids, but also on the level of the individual samples. Theoretically, best conditions for individual group separation are given when both variables are linearly related with the same slope, but with a group specific additive constant. While the localization of the identification data on the discriminant function is very good due to the strongly linear relationship of the variables used for classification, the variance of the detection task data is somewhat larger. Although it seems a bit shaky to estimate the true relationship of the variables Dd 0 and d 0 f ;/ with the remaining 7 data points after clearing for ceiling effects, stretching in the direction of the z Ã 1 axis is rather obvious for both data families (Fig. 9b) . With a criterion on the axis perpendicular to these trends it is possible to separate both samples with just a single misclassification.
Discussion
We have found strong cue summation in the combined feature contrast detection and figure identification task. The advantage of double-cue targets is more than expected in (a) ). The single data point which belongs to the family of detection data, but lies beyond the classification criterion, is indicated by an arrow and drawn with light grey filling. The pictographs illustrate the classification situations assuming normally distributed discriminant function data. 8 The fair classification criterion is given byẑ 0 ¼ sDẑI þsIẑD sDþsI : Standardization ofẑ 0 with respect to each of the two distributions on the discriminant function results in the same absolute value, which, inserted in the cumulative normal distribution function, gives the probability of misclassification.
from independent feature specific mechanisms, has a maximum of more than one unit of d 0 , and lifts performance to the maximum possible levels in forced choice experiments.
The large cue summation effect for orientation and spatial frequency indicates that both features are jointly coded at early levels, and that their combination is particularly apt for spatial integration in noisy environments. Note that, for identification performance with single cues near chance level, double-cue identification performance is well above chance (see Fig. 5 , left panel), indicating subthreshold summation within conjoined spatial mechanisms. This is in line with locking within same oriented spatial frequency selective mechanisms, as demonstrated by Sagi (1993, 1994) , and is not compatible with a classical ''channel'' notion for basic features, which assumes early feature selective extraction, parallel handling, and later fusion (Treisman, 1988; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Sato, 1990; see Wilson & Wilkinson, 1997 for a critical discussion of channel concepts in early vision). It also underlines the particular status of orientation and spatial frequency conjunctions in early visual coding, which are effortlessly found in visual search, while other combinations (e.g., color and orientation) require serial scanning of the scene (Sagi, 1988) . Both findings, subthreshold cue summation, and more cue summation than expected from dimensional orthogonality, imply that orientation and spatial frequency are not handled as independent features already on the level of early vision.
A second important aspect is that the performance benefit achieved with conjunctions of orientation and spatial frequency is oversummative on the d 0 scale. This is particularly true for identification, where double-cue sensitivity is more than double the single-cue sensitivity at all feature contrast levels (see the ratio of double-cue and single-cue sensitivity, q, in Table 1 ). Since (passive) summation among feature specific channels does not allow the sensitivity for a compound to become larger than the sum of the sensitivities to the single components, oversummative double-cue benefit is further evidence for joint encoding of orientation and spatial frequency. Moreover, the stronger benefit in identification suggests that additional mechanisms are enabled by the second cue, which are not involved with feature contrast from just a single dimension. These mechanisms concern grouping and form completion among co-oriented elements in the same spatial frequency bands. Both is essential for shape recognition, but dispensable in detection, since for the latter local salience is sufficient.
9
The finding that there is more cue summation in figure identification than in feature contrast detection at the same base sensitivity levels means that a second cue adds more certainty to the judgement of form than to the judgement of the mere difference of target area and surround. For the latter much more cues exist in the image. With increasing feature contrast more and more salient structures appear in the target region. More local salience is a valid cue to target presence, but it is not sufficient to judge which figure was presented (see Figs. 1b and c) . Adding feature The table shows the Eigenvalue k, the two discriminant function coefficients b 1 and b 2 , mean and standard deviation for the detection task (index 'D') and the identification task (index 'I'), the difference of the task means on the discriminant function, Dẑ, the t-statistic for this difference, t, and its level of significance, P. Results are shown for the complete data set (complete) and cleared for the three ceiling effect data (cleared). Table 9 Statistics of the discriminant function analysis for the standardized data shown in Fig. 9 Wilk's K R R , its degrees of freedom, df, and its significance level, P. Statistics are shown for the complete data set (complete) and cleared for the three ceiling effect data (cleared). 9 Note that there is external noise in the textures, which imposes limitations on the task performance level. Rubenstein and Sagi (1990) successfully explained asymmetries in texture discrimination with a filterrectify-filter (FRF) model by deriving the probability of local energy differences in foreground-background and background-background comparisons. The critical result was that the textures which contain more orientation noise elicit more false energy positives, and therefore cause stronger performance limits when used as background than as foreground. Here, there are no asymmetries, since orientation and spatial frequency jitter was the same for target and background and the same at all feature contrast levels. The shift in d 0 among tasks (see Fig. 6 ) indicates that the noise sets different limitations on both tasks. Expressed in terms of a FRF model, the observer can rely on the first order local energy statistics of the whole pattern in detection when second order statistics are equal, since then they indicate target presence with good reliability. In contrast, a shift in the overall local energy density histogram is no cue for target identification, since identification requires to grasp, at least partly, the spatial distribution of local energy gradients. In order to separate the spatial outline of the target's local energy gradient from disturbing false positives, a much larger mean energy difference of target and background is necessary. Hence, adding a second feature improves form discrimination particularly at feature contrast levels where detection has already saturated. Note that, apparently, the two tasks require different comparisons at the decision stage of a FRF model (Sagi, 1995) . Shape identification requires to compare gradients at specific locations, while detection is achieved by mere summation within the local gradient master map (Sagi, 1995) .
contrast from a second dimension further increases local salience, and therefore improves target detectability. However, and more important, it enables grouping, linking of similar fragments across space and integration into a global shape (see Fig. 1d ).
10 Hence, it is the benefit of spatial form completion from feature integration which explains the stronger cue summation effect in figure identification compared to feature contrast detection. Apparently, promoting spatial form completion by adding a second feature serves figure-ground segregation and more stable object vision in noisy environments. The enhancement of figure-ground segregation by feature redundancy is a stable effect that can also be demonstrated with other features than orientation and spatial frequency (see Fig. 10 ).
Recent studies show that global stimulus aspects, such as regularity and objecthood, modulate the rules of local feature processing. For example, Herzog and colleagues (Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Herzog, Fahle, & Koch, 2001; Herzog et al., 2003; Herzog, Dependahl, Schmonsees, & Fahle, 2004) demonstrated that the homogeneity of the context regulates whether a grating backward mask exerts facilitation or suppression on a preceding vernier. The effect could not be explained by rules of local feature interaction and suggests that grouping of local elements into a coherent percept is crucial for sign and strength of the masking effect. Similarly, Motoyoshi and Nishida (2001) found that the shape of the human orientation contrast response is modulated by the objecthood of the target. When a stable percept of 2D surface was reached, the response function levelled off, while for stimulus arrangements which precluded the perception of a clear 2D shape no saturation was observed. This indicates that grouping processes at higher processing levels modulate early mechanism responses according to their functional role for object vision.
Sensitivity to feature modulation across space can be described by feedforward models comprising a stage of orientation and spatial frequency selective filters, followed by local energy computation or rectification and a second 10 The crucial perceptual effect of changing both features orientation and spatial frequency is that this enables identification/classification, in contrast to segmentation (see Caelli, 1995) . Fig. 1d shows that the double cue figure can be judged as being composed of different elements without seeing a segregation border to the embedding surround. 
Contrast
Size + Contrast Fig. 10 . Summation among contrast and size cues enables figure-ground segregation in Gabor random fields. The Gabor elements have constant orientation and carrier spatial frequency but vary in size and contrast (a). In (b) the elements of the inner 9 · 9 are larger on average, in (c) they have a larger mean contrast. In (d) both changes are combined. While size and contrast variation alone is not sufficient to render the inner 9 · 9 square visible, both cues make the figure clearly distinct from the surround.
stage of filtering (Bergen & Adelson, 1988; Caelli, 1982; Landy & Bergen, 1991; Malik & Perona, 1990; Rubenstein & Sagi, 1990; Sagi, 1991) . While it seems clear that the second order mechanisms have a rather broad orientation tuning (Graham, Beck, & Sutter, 1992; Keeble, Kingdom, & Morgan, 1997; Keeble, Kingdom, Moulden, & Morgan, 1995; Regan, 1995; Sutter, Sperling, & Chubb, 1995) and are also broadly tuned to lower texture spatial frequencies (Arsenault, Wilkinson, & Kingdom, 1999; Graham et al., 1992; Gray & Regan, 1998; Landy & Oruc, 2002; Sutter et al., 1995) , it is unclear how first order and second order filters interact, and how texture modulations of different features are combined. There are data which suggest that second order mechanisms are blind for the feature specific nature of the first order input, which is in line with the standard filter-rectify-filter (FRF) model (Arsenault et al., 1999) . However, other studies show that the fit of the local carrier orientation to the orientation of the second order wave strongly enhances its detectability, which suggests that there are different second order mechanisms which receive feature specific first order input (Dakin & Mareschal, 2000; Dakin, Williams, & Hess, 1999; Wolfson & Landy, 1995) . Combining detection with identification judgements of second order modulation shows that the first order nature of the modulation is maintained at detection threshold, which suggests that the second order mechanisms are labelled with respect to their feature specific input (Prins & Kingdom, 2003) . If so, then combining textures composed of different feature modulation would reveal how second order mechanisms, selective for different first order input, interact. Kingdom and Keeble (2000) demonstrated that these interactions are complicated and cannot be described in terms of the formulations of the FRF-scheme used so far. Contrary to the expectation from the FRF-model, superimposing a second orientation modulated grating on another one with the same orientation modulation depth, but with opposite sign, elevated detection threshold about a factor of two. Changing the local carrier frequency about a factor of two cancelled threshold elevation out, and thresholds for dual modulation gratings became as large as the thresholds for gratings with just the single orientation modulation. These results contradict the predictions from a FRF-model: more orientation difference at the same location gives more local energy, therefore thresholds should be lowered by superimposing an opposite sign grating. Moreover, introducing a one octave different carrier frequency for one grating component enabled segregation: perceptually, now two grating objects appeared as two flow patterns in transparency. This brings forth the idea that similarity grouping among co-aligned Gabor elements, separable by local carrier frequency, is involved, as shown by Sagi (1993, 1994) and subsequent studies (Adini, Sagi, & Tsodyks, 1997; Bonneh & Sagi, 1999; Zenger & Sagi, 1996) . There are also recent findings in contour integration in support of frequency selective grouping, which show that co-aligned elements lock within the same carrier spatial frequency band, but hardly between (Dakin & Hess, 1998 . Similarly, the cue summation results obtained here and in previous studies (Meinhardt et al., 2004; Persike & Meinhardt, 2006 ) are hard to explain in terms of FRF models. First, the gain due to feature contrast from a second feature dimension is strong when the target elements form figures and shapes, and fewer summation is observed for spatially distributed elements which are not perceptually grouped (Meinhardt et al., 2004; Persike & Meinhardt, 2006) . Apparently, not just net local energy, but also the specific distribution of feature gradients mediates performance. Second, as shown by the Kingdom and Keeble (2000) , the appearance of qualitatively different percepts with gradients from different features shows that grouping processes dominate any net energy computations. Third, the degree of cue summation is task modulated and stronger in figure identification than in feature contrast detection. So, the relevance of spatial distribution, grouping, and task demonstrates the limitations of purely feedforward processing schemes.
The particular influence of task also becomes obvious in the comparison with other studies, where summation among spatial frequency and orientation was generally found to be smaller (Bach et al., 2000; Olzak & Wickens, 1997; Thomas & OLzak, 1990) .
11 An important side condition which mediates the cue summation effect is the absolute feature contrast strength. When the figure is already well distinguished from background with a single feature, no substantial cue summation occurs. Correspondingly, no further response rate enhancement of V1 and V2 cells was found when texture figures were defined by additional features which the cells were responsive for in single-feature patterns at feature contrasts far beyond detection threshold (Kastner, Nothdurft, & Pigarev, 1999; Zipser, Lamme, & Schiller, 1996) . Lack of cue summation was also observed for feature contrast discrimination at high pedestal contrasts in the 5th jnd (Meinhardt & Persike, 2003) , but summation was observed in the 0-th jnd, where the task is feature contrast detection.
Influence of task and grouping (Herzog & Fahle, 2002; Herzog et al., 2001; Herzog et al., 2003) suggests that the combination of cues is modulated by higher level processes which handle object vision and aim at unique scene interpretation. This conclusion is substantiated by recent findings in contour integration, which show that cue combination is involved in global shape detection and perceptual organization, and is strongest in higher ventral areas which handle form perception and perceived global 11 Our dual task arrangement with subsequent trial by trial feedback of both judgements reinforces observer strategies that make use of any structure and form cues to the two figure types in question. Since nonaccidental spatial structures emerging in the target region are also valid cues for the detection of target presence, the best strategy for both tasks is to fully concentrate on cues that enable figure identification. We do not regard this as a drawback, since the chosen coupling of tasks enables to reveal the particular role of cue summation for figure-ground segregation.
shape (Altman et al., 2003; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000) . Higher level influence is also supported by experiments of Kubovy and colleagues (Kubovy & Cohen, 2001; Kubovy, Cohen, & Hollier, 1999) . Strong cue summation with color and form cues was observed when objects were spatially coincident, but summation was absent in concurrent object arrangements. This underlines that also objects, not just borders, are relevant for the processing of features and their combination.
